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“The first one is to construct a theoretical approach to emancipatory political thinking in which the 
distinction between political economy and political organization is no longer a substantial one, requiring 
two separate conceptual frameworks. This means, on the one hand, that the tools employed in producing
structural analyses of capitalist social formations - amongst which we can include Marx’s critique of 
political economy - should also be useful in equally structural analyses of Leftist organizations and 
organizational networks. Inversely, it also entails developing the formal means to consider large 
economic social structures as particular organizational types, thus allowing Leftist categories of political 
action to find interesting counterparts in broader discussions of alternative social formations and large-
scale dynamics. This first objective could, thus, be summarized as the attempt to render the following 
statement meaningful: “economies are large organizations; collectives are small economies”. (Primer, 1)

General objectives



“Our second objective complicates this picture even further. We aim at not only situating the duality 
between economy and organization within a common underlying framework - we also want this 
theoretical backdrop to support the investigation of more social structures and forms than we can already 
conceive today. That is, such a framework should not only be broader than both political economy and 
political organization, but it should also allow us to express other forms of economic and collective 
organization still to be discovered and tested. Just as the first objective requires us to construct a scale-
sensitive conceptual grammar, this second proposition requires this framework to have a practical
and informative counterpart - which entails making the following statement also meaningful: “social 
organizations can be treated as political experiments”.” (Primer, 2)

General objectives
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political economy political organization

political framework

experimental dimension

ideology

(1) The schism between political economy and organization is kept
(2) It is then abstractly subsumed and resolved by a “theory of everything”
(3) Which no longer needs real political experimentation to learn about what is possible



political economy political organization

political framework

experimental dimension

ideology

(1) The schism between political economy and organization becomes derivable in a new framework
(2) Which is itself constrained to political matters
(3) In such a way as to remain susceptible to political experimentation



political economy political organization

political framework

experimental dimension

ideology

Theory of political organization,  
engagement,  etc

method for learning from real world
political practices and their impasses

Philosophical and political critique of 
ideological generalizations, improper and 

proper connections with other fields, search 
for tools in mathematics and physics, etc

Conception of how political 
practices might mobilize new 
theoretical tools

Theory of social formations, 
economic dynamics, etc.

Diagnosis of impasses 
and problems in current 
critiques of political 
economy

Diagnosis of impasses and 
problems in current 

frameworks for organizing
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1 What’s wrong with the current approach to the 
critique of political economy (CPE)?

- The Marxist “parallax” between value theory and class struggle

- Difficulty integrating the theoretical frameworks of other fronts of struggle
- Critical ecology
- Social reproduction theory
- Critical race theory
- Peripherization theory

- Primary reliance on philosophical basis rather than on political activity

- Internal challenges leading to splits in interpretation:
- Value and abstract labour
- “Crisis of measure”
- “Transformation problem” 
- Structural limit of capitalism
- Transition problem



2 What’s wrong with our current approach to 
collective organization?

- Unacknowledged common challenges
- growth, complexity and connectivity (CSII, Apolito)
- internal tension > external effectivity

- New social contemporary social conditions
- militancy and worktime
- social de-homogenization
- crisis in cognitive mapping
- crisis of “futurity”

- Reliance on saturated canon or politization of alternative frameworks

- Local plurality does not yield global cohesion/accumulation of forces



3 First steps in finding a common framework (1)

- Preliminary hypothesis (1): to find the theory of “unconscious” forms of collective 
organization in the already existing theory of social forms that is part of the structural 
analysis of political economy, connecting value theory and political organization.

- Preliminary hypothesis (2): demarcating a theory of “impersonal emancipation” (IE)



3 First steps in finding a common framework (2)

Impersonal emancipation

Philosophical and aesthetic 
investigations into the 
connection between 
freedom and constructive 
points of view (time-
stretching, aesthetics of 
political economy, Zizekian 
theory of the subject, 
neorationalism, etc)

Search for Marxist 
frameworks that allow for a
more immanent connection 
between value theory and 
political practice

Initial investigation into a 
Badiou-inspired redescription 
of CPE in terms that make 
“impersonal domination” 
coextensive with forms of 
subjective experimentation



3 A transcendental theory of world history

Kojin Karatani’s “transcendental theory of world history” shows that:

- It is possible to uphold a multi-logical theory of social formations, combining well-established 
theories of value, social contract, gift economies and free association into a common framework

- That such a theory is also capable of making the history of political struggle and organization 
more intelligible, as these logics also apply to socialist forms of organizing.

This is a “transcendental” theory in that it allows us to derive singular historical characteristics 
out of the interplay between more general and basic logical features that these different 
historical formations all have in common. 

The theory defines four “modes of intercourse”
- mode A (reciprocity)
- mode B (contract)
- mode C (value)
- mode D (free association)

plus a theory of structure (dominant modes, conflict, inconsistency, etc)



4 A preliminary model for the analysis of political 
organization

Using Karatani’s approach, we developed a similar model for the analysis of the challenges faced by 
political organizations in a time of “world peripherization”.

This theory defines a collective organization as a mixture of (at least) three social logics – economic 
(akin to mode C), institutional (as in mode B) and cultural or communitarian (mode A) – plus some 
form of negation of the overarching social formation it is part of.

Furthermore, we introduce six general premises into our analytic model:
- It does not assume there is an underlying unified logic of Leftist thinking
- It does not equate what organizations say of themselves with their actual structure
- It considers the ecology of organizations as a relevant determinant of their inner structure
- It considers how a single organization can present different functions at different scales
- It assumes that concepts can function both as theoretical as well as identificatory operators
- It submits the analytical model to the evaluation of its usefulness for political practice



5 Construction of a common framework

Karatani’s 
Structure of World History

A model for collective 
organization

Philosophical critique of political ideology 
(Badiou, Bogdanov, neorationalism, etc)

“Political Phenomenology”

Impasses of CPE Impasses of political organization

It must reconstruct SWH while solving 
some of its technical problems

It must respond to the 
identified limits of CPE

It must allow for the further 
development of our preliminary 
model of collective organization

It must respond to the identified 
limits of our current organizational 
framework

It must constrain formal resources and general 
concepts so these refer singularly to the matters 
at hand



5 Construction of a common framework

The “Primer on Political Phenomenology” reconstructs the first volume of Marx’s Capital as a 
sub-system of a more general theory which:

- uses “objective phenomenology” as a means to define “impersonal” standpoints
- reconstructs Karatani’s four modes of intercourse within a common formal grammar
- can coherently describe possible organizational experiments
- presents money-form as a particular case in a general theory of social intelligibility
- brings together object-composition and capacity for intervention
- discerns local political interventions and challenges to political consistency
- addresses open themes in CPE (ex: abstract labour, transformation problem)
- avoids deadlocks in contemporary political organization (ex: reliance on future)



5 Construction of a common framework

1. Objective Phenomenology

2. The operational space of commodities
3. Bargain spaces and the sheaf of exchanges
4. Commodity-measurable space
5. Forms of value
6. Atomic components
7. The money-form

8. The multilayered structure of the capitalist world

9. Capital
10. The commodity-production point of view
11. The labour-determination of the magnitude of value
12. The operad of capitalist production
13. Constant and variable capital
14. Surplus extraction and the organic composition
15. Wages and the representation of labour
16. Simple and expanded reproduction of capital
17. The Greater logic of capitalist accumulation

Impersonal points of view

Reconstruction of value theory as particular 
form of social intelligibility within “mode C”

General theory of complex 
social formations

Reconstruction of surplus value theory 
from the standpoint of composition and 

“cooperative surplus”



5 Construction of a common framework

General strategy:

- hypothesis on the operational basis of “differences that make a 
difference” in a certain logical space (inconsistent 
transcendental logic)

- derivation of local consistency through first combination of 
atomic logic of composition (internal differences that make up 
an object) and logic of exposition (external differences that 
make up relation between objects)

- latching of logical form onto material substrates that allow for 
the generalization of this local consistency (definition of atomic 
components that respect material constitution of things)

- dynamic theory of scalar transformations through which new 
compositions yield new objective perspectives that render their 
relations intelligible
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5 Construction of a common framework

Multilayered structure:



6 Seeing politics anew

We can now turn to political constructions and connect their 
internal structures (as first analyzed in point 4) to their capacity 
to “see” and intervene at different social phenomena (as
presented in point 3 and developed in point 5).

We can also distinguish between different types of 
political intervention, in terms of:

- which logical space has its basic structure challenged by a 
given political process?
- this process relies on other logics for consistency, which and to 
what extent?
- what ecology of political organizations make a difference to 
this process?
- through which means do militants take up the point of view of 
their organization, and through which means do they reduce it 
to their private perspectives?
- what sort of tension is produced between the level of 
effectivity of the process and the personal redescription of its 
functioning?



6 Seeing politics anew

Localized political experiments

Pragmatic and situated navigation

Distributed rationality/ cognition

Cooperative complexity, economic consistency



7 Communist thinking and experimentation

The partial results of this research suggest that:

- Not only is the individual perspective not well equipped to directly “see” social reality, but a given 
social formation contains several composite measures of social intelligibility – without thereby 
exhausting the possibility of constructing new organizational fabrics within which other differences 
make a difference, themselves removed in new ways from our immediate social phenomenology.

- The theory of social measure or intelligibility is not totally distinct from the theory of causation – a 
connection guaranteed by the instrumental basis of social resolutions: the means for social 
components to see one another (register as information) relate to their means of interaction with 
other social objects (to cause a change).

- “Organizational trinitarianism”: 
social knowledge = political intervention = organizational structure

- For political processes to be considered experiments, it is not action that needs to change, but the 
way systems of organizations filter what collectives do in such a way that even failed processes
become irreversible, insofar as they provide information that has effects.



7 Communist thinking and experimentation

In what relation do the Communists stand to the proletarians as a whole?
The Communists do not form a separate party opposed to the other working-class parties.
They have no interests separate and apart from those of the proletariat as a whole.
They do not set up any sectarian principles of their own, by which to shape and mould the proletarian movement.
The Communists are distinguished from the other working-class parties by this only: 1. In the national struggles of 
the proletarians of the different countries, they point out and bring to the front the common interests of the entire 
proletariat, independently of all nationality. 2. In the various stages of development which the struggle of the 
working class against the bourgeoisie has to pass through, they always and everywhere represent the interests of 
the movement as a whole.
The Communists, therefore, are on the one hand, practically, the most advanced and resolute section of the 
working-class parties of every country, that section which pushes forward all others; on the other hand, 
theoretically, they have over the great mass of the proletariat the advantage of clearly understanding the line of 
march, the conditions, and the ultimate general results of the proletarian movement.
The immediate aim of the Communists is the same as that of all other proletarian parties: formation of the 
proletariat into a class, overthrow of the bourgeois supremacy, conquest of political power by the proletariat.
The theoretical conclusions of the Communists are in no way based on ideas or principles that have been 
invented, or discovered, by this or that would-be universal reformer.
They merely express, in general terms, actual relations springing from an existing class struggle, from a historical 
movement going on under our very eyes.

(Communist Manifesto)



Open research problems

xxx


